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Evidence is mounting that evolutionary change can occur rapidly and may be an important means by which
species escape extinction in the face of global change. Consequently, biologists need to incorporate evolutionary thinking into management decisions in conservation and restoration ecology. Here, we review the
genetic and demographic properties that influence the ability of populations to adapt to rapidly changing
selective pressures. To illustrate how evolutionary thinking can influence conservation and restoration strategies, we compare the potential of two California plant communities (vernal pools and blue oak woodlands)
to evolve in response to global change. We then suggest ways in which restoration biologists can manipulate
the genetic architecture of target populations to increase their ability to adapt to changing conditions. While
there may not be any universal rules regarding the adaptive potential of species, an understanding of the various processes involved in microevolution will increase the short- and long-term success of conservation and
restoration efforts.
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Open

any undergraduatebiology textbook, turn to the
chapter on evolution, and you will probably
encounter the story of Dr Kettlewell's moths. In the sooty
forests of industrialized England, the rise of a dirty gray
color morph in populations of the peppered moth (Biston
betularia)is a classic tale of rapid adaptation to environmental change (Kettlewell 1972; Figure 1). This story of
industrial melanism in Birmingham supposedly showed
that microevolutionary change - evolution within species
and populations - can occur rapidly in response to human
impacts on the environment. In many ways, this "selection by smokestack"signaled the beginning of the current
age of human-induced global change.
Despite this early example, an evolutionary perspective
is rare in current discussions and research on the effects of
global change (Travis and Futuyma 1993). A search of
articles in Global Change Biology from the past 10 years
found that only 2% of the papers considered microevolu-

In a nutshell:
* Evidencethat evolution can occur over ecological time scales
suggeststhat adaptationto global change may be critical for
speciesto escapeextinction
* Genetic variation,correlationsbetween traits,gene flow,plasticity,and demographyall influencethe abilityof a population
to adaptto environmentalchange
* Considerationof relevant evolutionaryprocesseswill enable
restorationbiologists to manipulate the genetic structureof
source populations to maximize the adaptive potential of
restoredpopulations

tionary questions or topics. In predicting the biotic effects
of global change, it appearsthat an ecological rather than
an evolutionary orientation currently dominates the
scene. Speculations on whether species will avoid extinction often focus primarilyon their capacity to migrate in
response to climate change (Peters and Darling 1985).
This ecological viewpoint discounts the potential to avoid
extinction by in situ adaptation to climate change by
microevolutionary processes (Geber and Dawson 1993).
A purely ecological perspective would have predicted
(incorrectly) that the conspicuousness of a white peppered
moth against a sooty tree trunk in a forest full of hungry
birds would drive the species to local extinction.
Evolution, not just ecology, explains the species' persistence. A more complete understandingof the role of evolution in shaping populations and species will help conservation biologists and restoration ecologists make
management decisions that facilitate the persistence of
diversity in the face of global change.

* The time scale of adaptation

Why are evolutionary processes largely ignored in restoration and conservation management? A primary explanation is the assumption that evolution takes a long time, a
view based on observations of slow rates of change over
long periods of time in the fossil record. The fossil record
not only indicates that evolutionary change (in preserved
morphological traits) occurs slowly, but that species have
responded to global change in the past primarily by
migrating. Unfortunately, migration may not be a viable
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Figure 1. Prior to the industrial revolution, trees in
Birmingham,UK were coveredwith white lichens, giving the
treesa mottledappearance.Againstthisbackground,the lighter
morphof thepepperedmothwas camouflaged
(left). As pollution
levels rose and killedthe lichen, birdpredatorsexertedstrong
selectionfor thesootycoloredmorph(right)thatwas now better
camouflaged
againstthedarkertreetrunks(Grant2002).
domesticated plants and animals, even Darwin (1859)
concluded that "natural"selective pressuresare too weak
to do so in the wild (Reznick and Ghalambor 2001).
In the past few decades, studies by evolutionary biologists
have revealed that selection in natural populations can be
quite strong, and can cause evolutionary shifts within a few
generations (Endler 1986; Kinnison and Hendry 2001).
Not surprisingly, the majority of rapid evolutionary
changes in natural populations involve responses to
anthropogenic pressures (Ashley et al. 2003). Adaptive
responses have occurred in a broad variety of traits spanning morphology, physiology, life history, phenology, and
behavior (Reznick and Ghalambor 2001; Table 1). The
emerging recognition of "contemporary evolution" observableevolutionary change that occurs within decades
- has stimulated awareness that evolutionary concepts
need to be incorporated in conservation thinking and
management practices (Stockwell et al. 2003).
Intraspecificgenetic variation is "wherethe action is"in
terms of microevolution. Genetic differences between
populations reflect the past actions of selection and gene
flow, and genetic variation within populations represents
the potential for further adaptive change in response to
new selective challenges such as global warming.A lack of
a microevolutionary perspective in global change research
may result from a research agenda focused at the species
level, with little consideration of intraspecific variation.
In fact, we believe this minimization of the importance of
intraspecific genetic variation in ecological studies goes
far beyond just global change research. For reasons that
are not entirely clear, many ecologists assume that
intraspecific genetic variation is not very important in
www.frontiersinecology.org
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most ecological interactions. For example, we surveyed
experimental studies on plant competition published in
Ecologyover the past 10 years.Of the 56 studies we identified, 51 (over 90%) did not consider the effects of
intraspecific genetic variation on competition at the
species level. We inferreda lack of interest in intraspecific
variation if only a single population was used, or the
author failed to provide any information on the sources of
plant material. We suspect that a lack of appreciation for
the impact of evolutionary processes on ecological interactions is widespread in the field of ecology, although
there have been some encouraging signs recently that this
may be changing (Agrawal 2003).
Microevolutionary processes can have important consequences for species conservation, management, and
restoration (Ashley et al. 2003). However, one cannot
assume that adaptation will "rescue"species from global
change; evidence from mass extinctions during past periods of climate change (ie glaciation), as well as contemporary restrictions to species ranges, suggest that there are
limits to adaptation (Hoffmann and Blows 1993). So,
what are the factors limiting the potential for rapid evolutionary change to save species from extinction in the face
of global climate change? Are there certain characteristics
of species or particular environmental conditions that
make adaptive responses more or less likely? How can
restoration and management practices account for, and
even use, evolutionary processes in conservation efforts?
To begin to answer these questions, we examine some of
the relevant evolutionary theory on adaptation, and discuss the potential for evolutionary processes to influence
species responses to global change. To provide examples
for putting conservation and restoration into an evolutionary context, we examine two classic California plant
communities - vernal pools and blue oak woodlands.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly,we explore several
means by which human intervention can incorporateevolutionary thinking into translocation and restoration
practices, to increase the probabilityof species adapting to
global change before going extinct.
* The adaptive race against extinction
The selective pressuresimposed by humans on the environment go far beyond the industrial pollution experienced by Kettlewell's moths. Human impact ranges from
over-harvesting and habitat reduction to direct modification of the earth's atmosphere, waters, and soils, and the
alteration of global geochemical cycles and temperature
(Western 2001). Under what conditions will populations
adapt to these changes? Under what conditions will they
go extinct? While difficult to address empirically, these
questions have been explored explicitly in theoretical
models (Lynch and Lande 1993; Gomulkiewicz and Holt
1995). Furthermore,insight into the factors determining
the evolution of species' ranges can be used to understand
limits to adaptation in general (Antonovics 1976;
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Table 1. Examples of rapid evolutionary responses of natural populations to human-induced environmental change
Selective pressure

Organism

Response

Reference

Harvestingpatterns,
overharvesting

Variousfish species, including
Pacificsalmon,cod, Atlantic
silversides,Europeangrayling

Life-historyevolution (eg juvenile
growth rate,age and size at
maturity,fecundity)

HaugenandV0llestad(2001),
Law(2000), Conover (2000),
Conover and Munch(2002)

Industrialpollution

Pepperedmoth (Bistonbetularia)Changein pigmentation

Heavymetal pollutionin
mine tailings

Variousplantspecies,
oligochaetes (earthworms)

Heavymetal tolerance

Antonovics et al (1971),
Klerks(1989)

Extinctionof food source

Hawaiianhoneycreeper
(Vestiaria
coccinea)

Selectionfor shorter bills(access
to alternativenectar source)

Smithet al. (1995)

Lepomisbluegill
Heavyeffluentfrom nuclear
reactordepositedinto reservoir

Changein thermaltolerance

Hollandet al. (1974)

Eutrophicationof lakes

Africancichlids
(Haplochromis
sp)

Reducedcoloration and species
diversity(via reductionin capacity
for mate choice and sexual selection)

Seehausenet al. (1997)

Introductionof novel host
species throughloggingand
cattle ranching

Checkerspot butterflies
editha)
(Euphydryas

Diet shiftto new host

Singeret a. (1993)

Globalwarming

Pitcher-plantmosquito
(Wyeomyiasmithii)

Shiftin photoperiodicresponse

Bradshawand Holzapfel
(2001)

Highozone

Common plantain(Plantago
major)

Ozone resistance

Davisonand Reiling(1995)

Introductionof exotic
host species

Soapberrybug
(adera haematoloma)

Changein mouthparts,body size,
body size, and developmenttime

Carrollet al. (2001)

Introductionof exotic seed
predator(red squirrel,
Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus)

Limberpine (Pinusflexilis)

Shiftin energy allocationfrom seeds
to cone defenses

Benkman(1995)

Kettlewell(1972)

Fullreferencesfor source paperscan be found in the Web-onlyversion of this table

Hoffmann and Blows 1993). Together, these models indicate that adaptation to changing environments depends
heavily on the interactions between genetic and demographic responses of populations to the changing selective pressures.
Genetic variation
The presence of substantial heritable genetic variation
plays a critical role in the adaptive potential of a population. In the simplest case, the evolutionary response of a
population to a changing environment is a function of
heritable variation in the population and the intensity of
selection. In a constant environment, evolutionary theory
predicts that stabilizing selection removes non-optimum
genotypes from the population, reducing the genetic load
- the number of harmfulgenes maintained in a population
-and "fine-tuning" the population to its environment
(Figure 2, left). Consequently, in a static environment, a
population that exhibits the optimum mean phenotype
and low genetic variation will have a higher mean fitness
than a population with the same mean phenotype and
? The EcologicalSociety of America

higher amounts of genetic variation (Figure 2, right).
However, although the reduction of genetic load by stabilizing selection allows finely tuned adaptation in constant environments, tight adaptation has a cost when
environments change, thereby making the optimum a
moving target (Figure 3. left). When the optimum shifts,
a narrowly adapted population with low levels of heritable genetic variation will contain few genotypes with the
new optimal phenotype (Figure 3, right). A population
with higher levels of heritable genetic variation has a better chance of evolving towards the new optimum,
because it has a greater number of genotypes with the
"correct"phenotype (Gilpin and Soule 1986). During the
lag between the environmental change and adaptation,
selection will cause a reduction in population fitness,
because the environmental change increases the proportion of maladapted individuals in the group (Lynch and
Lande 1993). The probability that a population will persist through this lag and adapt to the new phenotypic
optimum depends upon the spread of genetic variation in
the population, as well as the degree of plasticity and the
growth rate of the individuals.
www.frontiersinecology.org
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Figure 2. (left) In a constantenvironment,naturalselectionfavorsthe optimumphenotype(eg intermediate
floweringtime), and
selectionagainstextremesin thattraitreducesthevariancearoundtheoptimum.(right)Individuals
thatdeviatefromtheoptimumphenotypehave lowerfitnessand thusreducethemeanfitnessof thepopulation,imposinga "geneticload".In a constantenvironment,
individuals,and consequentlyexperiencelessgeneticload
populationswithlowerlevelsof geneticvariationcontainfewermaladapted
thus
mean
than
with
more
variation.
(and
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populations
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Correlations among traits
Genetic interactions can drive correlationsamong traits,so
that those traitsrespondto selection in concert ratherthan
independently.Correlationsamong traits may substantially
influence adaptation to global change (Antonovics 1976;
Hoffmann and Blows 1993). If adaptation to a changing
environment requireschanges in several independent characters,positive correlationsamong those traitswill increase
the rate of adaptation.Alternatively, traitsthat are adaptive
to a particular environmental change may be negatively
correlated with other fitness-related traits (eg heat tolerance may be negatively correlated with competitive ability). As a result, the costs and benefits cancel each other
out, yielding no net fitness change and preventing individualsfrom expressingthe optimal phenotype (Hoffmann and
Blows 1993). Trade-offsmay also exist across the distribution of a species such that adaptive traits in one environment are maladaptivein others.
Antagonistic gene flow
The importance of "connectedness" between reserves has
been emphasizedin the management of rarespecies, under
the assumption that gene flow always enhances the probability of persistence. However, the effects of gene flow on
adaptation to changing environments are complex. Gene
flow from large populations can "rescue"small, peripheral
ones that may otherwise go extinct due to random demographic processes (Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977) and/or
reduced fitness from inbreeding (Frankham 1995). On the
other hand, gene flow can also inhibit the ability of populations to adapt to local conditions if traits that are locally
adaptive are not favored at the source of the gene flow
(Storfer 1999). When such "gene swamping" occurs,
migration between habitats can lead to the accumulation
of genetic load in the populations receiving non-local
propagules (Lenormand 2002).
Haldane (1956) first proposed the concept of "antagonistic gene flow" in a discussion of the evolutionary limits
www.frontiersinecology.org
www.frontiersinecology.org

of species distributions. He reasoned that species borders
represent an equilibrium at which adaptive expansion in
marginal populations is balanced by antagonistic gene
flow from the central population. Several recent models
have examined how gene flow may swamp local adaptation to marginal habitat and thus limit species range
expansion (Holt and Gomulkiewicz 1997; Kirkpatrickand
Barton 1997; Case and Taper 2000; Ronce and
Kirkpatrick2001). Kirkpatrickand Barton (1997) modeled this process and found that distribution limits were
produced under strict conditions of density-dependent
population growth, relatively long dispersal distances,
steep environmental gradients, and low genetic variation.
Case and Taper (2000) incorporated the effects of interspecific competition at species boundaries and showed
that competition at the boundarymakes it easier to obtain
stable range limits.
An interesting result of these models is that dispersalcan
theoretically cause marginal populations to collapse and
the overall distributionof a population or species to shrink
(Ronce and Kirkpatrick2001). This occurs because longdistance dispersal from high-density, central populations
into low-density, marginal environments results in a net
flux of non-adapted genotypes repeatedly invading peripheral habitat. This inhibits the ability of genotypes adaptive in marginal environments to rise in frequency, and
consequently the marginal population maintains a constant or increasing level of genetic load. In cases of high
gene flow and large fitness differencesbetween central and
peripheralpopulations, enough antagonistic gene flow can
cause the marginal population to crash, a process called
"migrationalmeltdown" (Ronce and Kirkpatrick2001).
Plasticity
Although heritable genetic variation is the focus of most
theoretical work, it is not the only evolutionary factor
that may help a population avoid extinction under a
changing selective regime. Phenotypic plasticity, or the
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Figure 3. (left) In a changingenvironment,populationswithhigherlevelsof geneticvariationfor a traitunderselectionwill contain
moreindividualswith the "right"
phenotypethana less variablepopulation.(right)Consequently,relativelymoreindividualssurvive
in
selective
a
changing
pressures populationwithhigherinitiallevelsof geneticvariation,increasingthepotentialfor thepopulationto
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In contrast,a lessvariablepopulationis morelikelyto go extinct.
to
new
conditions.
adapt
capacity of a genotype to express varying phenotypes
depending on environmental conditions, may often
reduce the effectiveness of selection in winnowing out
maladapted genotypes (Sultan 1987). Selection can only
operate on genetic variation expressed in the phenotype,
and if plastic responses in genotypes produce the optimal
phenotypes for a new selection regime, there is no genetic
load. By shifting phenotypic expression in response to
global change, adaptive phenotypic plasticity in genotypes
exposed to a changing environment could allow a population to rapidly track the moving selective optimum.
Initially, this buffering against selection would reduce
declines in population fitness while adaptation is (hopefully) occurring under a less stringent selection regime.
Adaptive phenotypic plasticity, by reducing the genetic
load, may "soften" selection and allow a population to
adapt to changing conditions without going extinct.
Demography
Generation time is a demographic parameter that should
strongly influence the rate at which a species will evolve,
although this is often difficult to estimate. All else being
equal, an annual plant population should be able to
respond much more rapidly to a changing climate than a
stand of long-lived trees. This is not to say that longer
lived species cannot demonstrate contemporary evolution. In the calculation of generation time, the time of
first reproduction and the distribution of reproductive
output over the life span of an organism are important
factors. For example, if most reproduction occurs early in
the life span of a tree species, then it may have the capacity to respond rapidly to selection. Range shifts of tree
species in response to the many climate changes of the
Quaternary suggest that relatively rapid adaptive differentiation may have accompanied migration (Davis and
Shaw 2001).
A high population growth rate can reduce the chance of
extinction in the changing selective regime. Rapid population expansion following an introduction event can
EcologicalSociety
Society of America
? The Ecological

replenish genetic variation and counteract the decline in
mean fitness that may arise due to genetic bottlenecks
and/or genetic load imposed by a changing environment.
Furthermore, a high growth rate reduces the chance of
extinction due to random events (ie demographicstochasticity). This theoretical prediction was borne out by a
review of rapid adaptive change which found that this
often occurs in populations with opportunities for growth
(Reznick and Ghalambor 2001).

* Vernalpools and sylvan glades: an evolutionary
perspective
Vernal pools and blue oak woodlands are two habitats at
the focus of conservation concern and restoration efforts
in California (Pavlik et al. 1991; Black and Zedler 1996).
Although occurring in the same general climate, it is
hard to imagine two plant communities that differ more
in structure and floristic composition. Contrasting the
ephemeral, annual-dominated flora of vernal pools with
blue oak trees that can live for centuries nicely illustrates
some of the factors that may increase or reduce the capacity of plant species to evolve in the face of global change.
Islands of endemism in a sea of invaders
Califoria vernal pools are ephemeral wetlands scattered throughout the grasslands of Califoria's Central
Valley. The pools form in shallow depressionsunderlain by
impervioussoil that allows water to accumulate during the
rainy winter season. In the warmer months, the water
recedes and the soggy environment transformsinto one of
severe drought (Figure 4). The extreme cycles of submersion followed by desiccation create a unique abiotic environment in which only native plants are able to flourish
(Holland and Jain 1981). The community of vernal pooladapted plants consists primarily of endemic annuals,
many of which are restricted to distinct depth zones and
appearas striking concentric rings around the pools when
they flower in early spring. The persistence and structure
www.frontiersinecology.org
www.frontiersinecology.org
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Figure 4. Californiavernalpools are ephemeralwetlandsthat
are hometo diversecommunitiesof endemicplantsand animals
adaptedto an abiotic environmentdriven by highlyseasonal
weathercycles. (a) Winterrainsfill the pools with water and
stimulatethe emergenceof the aquaticlife stagesof a host of
and annualplants. (b) Warmingspringtemperainvertebrates
turescausethewaterto evaporateandtheannualplantsfloweras
thewaterlevelsgraduallyrecede.(c) Hot, drysummersturnthe
in whichnearlyall liferemainsdorpoolsintoparcheddepressions
mant. The importanceof seasonalpatternsfor thepersistenceof
vernalpool organismssuggeststhatthesespecieswill be susceptible to selectivepressuresassociatedwithglobalclimatechange.
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of these plant communities are heavily dependent on temperature and rainfall patterns each year (Alexander and
Schlising 1996), so this system is probably already experiencing new selective pressures associated with global
change.
Several observations suggest that evolutionary forces
may heavily influence the persistence of vernal pool plant
communities in the face of global change. The annual
habit of most plant species probablyfacilitates rapid adaptive response to changing selective pressures.In fact, adaptive genetic differentiation acrosssmall-scale moisture gradients was found in purslanespeedwell (Veronicaperegrina)
(Linhart 1988), illustratingthe potential for adaptive shifts
in the resident taxa. Largeyear-to-yearvariation in rainfall
patterns, which somewhat mimics the increased climatic
variabilityexpected to occur with global change, may have
provided the selective pressure for plant seed banks and
invertebrate egg banks as demographic buffersagainst the
unpredictable environment. By maintaining a large population below ground, these dormant propagulesreduce the
potential for losing genetic variation through population
bottlenecks and representa storehouse of heritable genetic
variation that might foster adaptive shifts (Levin 1990).
The patchy nature of these pools results in naturally fragmented populations that may restrict antagonistic gene
flow between pools experiencing different selective
regimes. Thus, in many ways we might expect these veral
pool communities to be "pre-adapted"to show a rapidevolutionary response to global change.
www.frontiersinecology.org
www.frontiersinecology.org

Of course, these and other aspects of vernal pools may
constrain the capacity of resident annual populations to
respond to global change. First, vernal pool habitat has
been drastically reduced over the past 150 years in the
Central Valley of California; one can only guess at the
effect of this massive habitat destruction on genetic diversity within the remaining pool populations. Further,
although vernal pools are patchy in the landscape, it is not
at all clear how the human-imposed fragmentation of pool
complexes has affected natural gene flow patterns and
thus the capacity for pools to "share"genetic variation
important for adaptive shifts. The genetic storehouse of
seed and egg banks also represents one of those "good
news/bad news" aspects of gene flow. In a rapidlychanging
environment, a large, persistent seed bank that contains
genotypes adapted to previous environments may represent a pool of maladaptation rather than a storehouse of
genetic innovation. Germination of these maladapted
individuals into the aboveground population represents a
kind of antagonistic "gene flow from the past" that may
hinder adaptive responses to the current selective regime.
It is important to remember that insect pollinators are
crucial to many of the outcrossing vernal pool plant
species. Solitary burrowingbees, highly specialized in their
pollination behavior, are important pollinators of many
vernal pool plant species (Thorp and Leong 1996). Given
that new species of these bees are still being discovered (R
Thorp pers comm), it is not surprising that we do not
know whether these pollinators will be able to adapt to
Ecological Society of America
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Figure 5. (left) Blueoak (Quercusdouglassi)woodlandsarean
importantbutdeclininghabitattypein Californiathatis hometo a
widerangeof nativeplantandanimalspecies.(above)Becauseof
arenot
low saplingrecruitment,blueoakpopulations
exceedingly
regeneratingand stands are in declinethroughoutCalifornia.
Whetherthisis causedin partbyglobalchangeis unknown.

global climate change. Although usually not considered in
the discussion about adaptation to global warming, this
example of burrowing bees and flowers in vernal pools
highlights the under-appreciatedimportance of coevolution between taxa in the face of climate change. In addition to plant-pollinator associations, other interspecific
interactions, such as competition and predator-prey
dynamics, represent important biotic selective factors that
may evolve in response to global change (Holt 1990).
Blue oaks: majestic but evolutionarily challenged?
If news on the evolutionary potential of veral pools is
somewhat mixed, the prognosis for evolutionary change in
blue oak (Quercus douglasii;Figure 5, left) seems downright grim. Oaks, famed for their longevity, might be
expected to have exceptionally long generation times and
thus exhibit a slow adaptive response to climate change.
Even when grown under optimal conditions in an orchard
setting, time to first reproduction in blue oaks is usually
greater than 15-20 years (K Rice pers obs). Given the
slow growth of blue oaks under natural field conditions
(Adams and McDougald 1995), the time required for an
acorn to produce another blue oak acor in the foothills of
the SierraNevada is probablywell over 20 years.
Hay fever sufferersprobably think that oak pollen gets
everywhere. One would therefore expect high levels of
antagonistic (and allergenic) gene flow to limit the
capacity of oaks to adapt to a changing climate.
? The Ecological
EcologicalSociety
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Surprisingly,recent work suggests that gene flow in oaks
may be rather limited (Koenig and Ashley 2003).
Ecological genetic studies with blue oak seedlings collected along rainfall gradients in California reveal the
existence of regional ecotypes (Rice et al. 1993). This
ecotypic variation provides additional evidence that gene
flow is not overwhelming in its influence, and suggests
that oak populations can respond to climatic variation.
These results are further supportedby stable isotope studies indicating that there is heritable genetic variation
within and among blue oak populations in seedling water
use efficiency (K Rice unpublished), a trait with obvious
implications for adaptive responses to climate change.
Evidence that blue oak populations can differentiate into locally adapted ecotypes along rainfall gradients might suggest that even blue oaks may evolve in
response to global warming. However, recruitment of
saplings into many blue oak populations is often vanishingly small (Figure 5). Sapling surveys in blue oak
stands in the southern Sierra Nevada foothills predict landscape-level losses of this distinctive woodland habitat and extreme fragmentation of any
remaining stands (Adams and McDougald 1995;
Standiford et al. 1997). The ecological reasons for
this lack of regeneration in blue oak populations
throughout their California range are still speculative, but probably include the cumulative effects of
factors ranging from strip mall development and deer
and cattle browsing to the introduction of highly
competitive exotic annual grasses. Whatever the
cause, this extreme demographic limitation almost
renders evolutionary speculations moot. It is difficult
to imagine how blue oaks will adapt to climate
change if there is essentially no "next generation" for
selection to act upon. Perhaps the populations that
are exhibiting adequate sapling recruitment reflect
this selection in action, and the saplings surviving in
www.frontiersinecology.org
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these stands represent the hope for future survival of
blue oaks in California.
* The emerging field of restoration genetics
In a time of gloomy forecasts of global climate change and
massive species extinctions, one bright spot has been the
prediction that ecological restoration will be a critical
factor for saving planetary biodiversity (Young 2000). As
a response to concerns about the vagaries and inadequacies of chance migration, ecological restoration has been
proposed as a way to augment natural species migration
and establishment (Stockwell et al. 2003; Hufford and
Mazer 2003). On the other hand, restoration practitioners are constrained by budgets and often have to make
difficult decisions about where to obtain the material to
augment extant populations or establish new ones. They
are well aware that it is not the entire species that is
moved during restoration, but only a subset of populations within a species.
Although the science of restoration has yet to develop a
substantial focus on genetic and evolutionary issues
(Young 2000), reputable restoration practitioners have
begun to voice concerns about how their actions may be
influencing the long-term evolutionary "health" of
restored populations. The emerging field of restoration
genetics represents an important application of ecological
genetics and microevolutionary theory that addresses
these concerns (Hufford and Mazer 2003). Restoration
geneticists try to address scales of local adaptation, the
effects of gene flow on adaptation, and the importance of
genetic variation in promoting adaptive response. All of
these topics are of critical importance in trying to understand how human manipulation of microevolution may
facilitate or foil the capacity of organisms to evolve and
adapt to climate change.
One of the first tenets of ecological restoration is to consider the option of doing nothing. Rather than spending
time and money on the introduction and establishment of
species at a restoration site, it may be cost effective to
allow natural recruitment processes to take place. The
decision for no action may also be preferablein restoration
genetics. If populations seem demographically viable and
probably contain enough heritable variation in traits that
are important for adaptation, then the best course of
action may be monitoring rather than active intervention.
A recent meta-analysis of phenological shifts of several
broad taxa in response to global warming suggests that
plant and animal populations may already be evolving in
response to climatic shifts (Root et al. 2003). A triage
approach could focus restoration efforts on those taxa that
are not adapting at all, especially if they appear to be
demographically imperiled.
If some sort of intervention is necessary, then it is clear
that we have the capacity to exert a major influence on
evolutionary processes.The history of biological invasions
has taught us that, either by accident or design, humans
www.frontiersinecology.org
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are great vectors for the dispersalof all kinds of plant and
animal propagules.Aided by time, money, and determination, we have a huge potential to change patterns and
rates of gene flow and modify the genetic structure and
adaptive capacity of existing or newly created populations.
Humans as gene dispersers
Human introduction of a large number of propagules to a
site to create a "ready-made"population is a rather unnatural process. This human-facilitated "en masse"migration
is very different from the scenario typically envisioned for
natural founder events, where just a few individuals colonize a site. In theory, large introductions from appropriate
source populations can reduce the probability that adaptation to climate change will be hindered by a lack of
adaptive genetic variation. Although this type of large
introduction is biologically unusual, it reduces the chance
of genetic bottlenecks if there is substantial genetic variation within the introduced population. A determined
restoration practitioner can further reduce the chances
for bottlenecks and demographic extinction by repeated
introductions at a site. After initial introduction, a management strategy that reduces temporal fluctuations in
population size will also decrease the loss of genetic variation through drift. Furthermore, the source of the introduced genotypes can be targeted and not left to chance.
Easing the genetic load
When restoration biologists attempt to restore a population to an area from which it has been extirpated, they
determine the genetic properties and thus the evolutionary potential of the initial population. Unfortunately,
restoration propagules are often introduced without any
consideration of the genetic variation and history of
selection in the source populations. Although necessary
for an adaptive response to selective challenges, a large
amount of heritable genetic variation can be "too much
of a good thing", and can cause a severe genetic load if
many of the individuals in a population deviate greatly
from the current optimum phenotype. On the other
hand, a population with low levels of heritable genetic
variation, finely tuned to the current selective optimum,
will have little capacity to adapt to new conditions. This
is especially true if the new environment has a phenotypic optimum far from the native environment's optimum, or if the optimum shifts rapidly with global change.
By manipulating the genetic constitution of restored populations, it might be possible to strike a balance between
an acceptable level of genetic load and the capacity for
further adaptive shifts. In essence, this type of "coarse
selective tuning" adjusts the balance between existing
adaptation and potential adaptation. An example in
plant restoration might be the creation of regional seed
mixes that are delineated by climate zones but also contain genotypes collected from a variety of microenviron? The EcologicalSociety of America
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ments within each zone. By matching seed sources to climate, one reduces the chance that completely maladapted genotypes will be introduced (ie reducing the
initial genetic load), while the genetic diversity present
within the mixture allows fine-scaled adaptive tuning to
take place in the future.
Another approach would be to collect planting material
from the edges of a species range. Although these marginal populations may contain reduced levels of genetic
variation because of small population sizes and/or past
founder effects, they may possess novel adaptations to
environmental extremes that could be important for evolutionary response to climate change (Hoffmann and
Blows 1993). For that matter, any extreme microenvironments within a species range (eg hot, dry slopes) might
yield genotypes with useful adaptations.
* A risky business
Our ability to effectively manage microevolution and
facilitate adaptive response to climate change is severely
hampered by our current lack of knowledge of scales of
adaptation and patterns of gene flow for most species. In
the past, estimates of gene flow and outcrossing rates in
plant species have often been based on floral morphology
and reproductive characters such as pollen/ovule ratios
(Cruden 1977). In the absence of anything better,
restorationists can still use this type of information to get
very rough estimates of breeding systems. However,
recent advances in the development of molecular genetic
markers should make the capacity to accurately determine patterns of gene flow easier for both ecologists and
managers. Much better reconstruction of historical gene
flow is now possible with the use of "coalescence" techniques (Beerli and Felsenstein 2001) and estimates of current gene flow patterns are possible with new non-equilibrium approaches (Rannala and Mountain 1997). By
combining these methods, restorationists will be able to
understand how factors such as habitat fragmentation
may have changed patterns of gene flow and thus the
potential for evolutionary response. This knowledge can
be used to help restore altered gene flow so managers can
mimic or even augment natural patterns of gene flow
among fragmented populations.
Despite the power and increased accessibility of these
new molecular techniques, it is important to remember
that molecular markersusually do not reflect patterns of
selection (Reed and Frankham 2001; McKay and Latta
2002). The fact that variation in molecular markersis usually "invisible" to natural selection is precisely why
isozymes, amplified fragment length polymorphisms, and
microsatellites are used to independently estimate gene
flow and genetic drift "uncontaminated"by the effects of
selection. As a result, these molecular markers,often called
"neutralmarkers",cannot be used to infer scales of adaptation or patterns of variation in traits that might be important in adapting to climate change (Ashley et al. 2003).
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That type of information lies in the realm of quantitative
genetics and comes from time-honored techniques such as
common gardenexperiments and reciprocaltransplants.In
an ideal world, a wide range of population samples from
each species would be tested by researchers in carefully
designed gardens across a range of environments in order
to understandpatternsof adaptive genetic variation within
and among populations as well as patterns of adaptive plasticity. Clearly, however, it will not be possible to conduct
extensive garden and transplant experiments for even a
small subset of species that will be affected by global
change. Unfortunately, in addition to being time-consuming and labor intensive, it is difficult, if not impossible, to
effectively apply these techniques to many animal species
or to long-lived plant species such as blue oaks.
What might be an alternate, more realistic strategy?It is
possible that information on scales of adaptation could be
gleaned from the large number of ongoing restoration projects both in the US and abroad.Although these projects
often leave a lot to be desired in terms of experimental
design, they could represent a large untapped source of
information on what does and does not work (genetically)
during restoration (Stockwell et al. 2003). If reasonable
records of the genetic sources of material used in the
restoration project are available, at least some rough estimates of adaptive zones might be inferred.
The use of existing environmental data to better understand the selective regime within the range of a species
can also go a long way towards predicting potential patterns of adaptation. Genetic distances in adaptive traits
between population are often correlatedwith the environmental distances among the home sites of the populations
(Knapp and Rice 1998). Horticulturalclimate zones found
in most gardening guides are probablyexcellent indicators
of climatically distinct selection regimes, and this type of
environmental information is increasingly available on
the Interet.
Holt (1990) warned that "predicting the microevolutionary consequences of climate change for even a single
species is dauntingly complex". Because we know so little
about contemporary gene flow and selection, restoration
genetics is still a very inexact science. Admittedly, manipulating evolutionary processes to foster adaptive response
to climate change is inherently risky. It is an unfortunate
reality that difficult decisions in genetic restoration will
have to be made, based on incomplete knowledge.
However, we hope that a better appreciationof the importance and potential for rapid adaptive change might provide scientists and managers with evolutionary options
that have not been widely recognized. For the great global
"damagecontrol"operation that will be needed in the next
century,we can use all the help we can get.
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